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ADULT COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT ISSUES IN TRAINING OF INDUSTRIAL
TRAINERS1
Andrei Podolskij
Moscow State University, Russia
ABSTRACT
There exists one area of post-gradual education where taking into account the regularities of
adult cognitive development is exceptionally important. This is a specially designed training
of higher educated and practically experienced industrial trainers to apply psychologicalpedagogical innovations in their practical job. To train trainers means to increase their
competences to design, to perform and to evaluate the trainees' learning processes in
accordance with statements and evidences of contemporary psychoeducational science.
Designing a curriculum for trainers' training, one has to bear in mind that industrial trainers
(especially those who train high level employees - for example, nuclear power station
operators) have their own implicit or explicit ideas about regularities and ways of
improvement of effectiveness and efficiency of learning/teaching processes and adult
cognition regularities that stand behind those processes.
Accordingly one may select the following “layers” of adult cognitive development regulations
analysis in the area considered: 1) Which mental schemes and representations concerning
adult cognition and its functioning during learning/teaching processes trainers have; 2) How
their schemes and representations correspond with modern psychoeducational knowledge
concerning adult learning and teaching; 3) How one may bridge a gap between trainer implicit
theories and scientifically based one, using modern knowledge about adult cognitive
development and learning
INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the announced aims of the Symposium the recent paper is mostly devoted
to the problem of possibilities to apply several psychological ideas about adult cognitive
development to real practical issue of industrial trainers' training. The following psychological
issues in training of trainers are considered to constitute the problem: (1) psychological
aspects of curriculum design for training of trainers; (2) psychological peculiarities of trainers
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as students; (3) psychology of learning/teaching processes in training of trainers; (4)
psychological conditions of delivering and implementation of trainers' training results into a
real in-company training practice. Psychological aspects of curriculum design are presented as
having a high priority.

Such a broad and attractive problem as a problem of "psychological issues in training of
trainers" contains a whole number of possible aspects. First of all, it may be considered either
as a scientific problem and then studied by a systematic way, or as a practical problem with
another accents made. The recent paper is mostly devoted to the practical aspects of the
problem mentioned. Certainly, it doesn't mean that scientific aspects of the topic are ignored
at all, but rather that applied significance of definite psychological approach will be under
consideration.
There are few essential questions, which constitute the problem in its applied aspects. 1st.
What is a main goal of trainers' training? What knowledge and skills should be acquired
during training and then used during their own real teaching and training activities? What is a
place and a role of psychological knowledge among them? 2nd. What are the psychological
peculiarities of both trainers as students and learning/teaching processes that occur while
trainers (beginners or experts) are trained? 3rd. How to ensure: (a) an acquisition of necessary
and sufficient knowledge and skills with prescribed properties ; (b) a guaranteed application
of knowledge and skills acquired to real trainers' teaching practice in in-company training; (c)
an achievement of (a) and (b) by all the students.

Coming back to the recent paper's title, one may say that there are the following psychological
issues of the problem discussed: (1) psychological aspects of curriculum design for training of
trainers; (2) psychological peculiarities of trainers as students; (3) place and role played by
contemporary psychological knowledge about learning/teaching processes in training of
trainers; (4) psychological conditions of delivering and implementation of trainers' training
results into a real in-company training

practice. The above mentioned issues will be

considered below with the main emphasis on the first issue.

1. PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CURRICULUM DESIGN FOR TRAINING OF TRAINERS

Discussing the recent issue one has to bear in mind that trained trainers represent a very
specific type of students – they are, as a rule, theoretically sophisticated and practically
experienced and skilled in performing of appropriate professional activity they are expected to
teach and train the employees. To train the trainers is to teach them (or, at least, to improve
existing competences) to design, to perform, and to evaluate teaching and training processes
in accordance with statements and evidences of contemporary instructional science. It means
that the main and most important aim of the curriculum for trainers' training is to provide
them with effective, fruitful and powerful "instructing tool" that would enable them to execute
the employer's orders concerning personnel training and retraining. Designing such a
curriculum, one has to bear in mind that industrial trainers (especially those who train and
retrain high order operators - for instance, nuclear power station operators) are far not "tabula
rasa", and have in no doubt their own (at least, intuitive) ideas about regularities and ways of
improvement of learning/teaching processes. Sometimes it helps, sometimes, by contrary,
prevents from performing the initial course ideas; however this is a reality that should be
taken into account while designing such a course. It means that a training course being
suggested the trainers has to be sufficiently flexible to satisfy a variety of initial
psychological-pedagogical levels of the students’ knowledge and also sophisticated enough to
demonstrate them the psychological fundamentals of learning/teaching processes to represent
something more than the intricate words only. The students have to "open" themselves in the
direction of the new material presented, to evaluate it as a really new and useful for them, and,
accordingly, to accept it as a "tool". In addition I'd like to mention one permanently repeated
fact: our students were extremely attentive and sensible towards if a content and a manner of
trainers' training course performing firmly corresponded with the principles, fundamentals
and educational technologies proclaimed and accordingly were recommended them to use in
in-company training practice; that is they considered their own actual learning experience as a
"touchstone" for the theories and procedures suggested by the teacher. Thus designing a
curriculum one has to bear in mind all the complexity of adult and experienced learner's
personality.

Below we shall consider our experience to design and use a definite kind of trainers' training
curriculum which has been initially elaborated as early as at the beginning of 80s and has
been tested many times in a number of training centers of the former Soviet Union specialized

to train and to retrain the high-level personnel of heat and nuclear energy, color metallurgy
and of other fields of industry as well as in a number of a special institutions for industrial and
military trainers' training (see: Podolskij, 1992).

1.1. On general structure of curriculum for trainers' training.
To satisfy such complex and sometimes contradictive demands, trainers' training course
curriculum has to be scientifically based (that is to give the students significantly more than
their own common sense and empirical experience might give) and practically directed
simultaneously. Training course consists of two parts: theoretical and practical. Theoretical
part is devoted to classroom learning and group discussion of a definite set of fundamental
problems, such as a specificity of human activity being compared with intelligent computers,
a nature of human learning and teaching of human being as well, a central role of human
mental activity formation in vocational training and retraining improvement, etc. Those
general questions are studied and discussed during a first stage of theoretical part; the last
consists of three sub-stages.

The second stage of theoretical part is devoted to studying and discussing much more
professionally oriented questions such as psychological structure of operator's activity; ways
and means of the operator activity formation's managing; strategy and tactics of different
training classes design and execution; optimum manners of functional and full-scale simulator
using, etc.

If the theoretical part of the course has to provide the students with general and specialized
knowledge and representations about a nature of events and regularities under considerations,
the practical one is designed to ensure them to acquire a set of quite practical skills directed
both to design and to conduct different types and kinds of classes (theoretical, quasi-practical,
practical), to design the whole specific subject matter courses, or their parts, to design and to
test the sophisticated software etc. (see: Podolskij., 1992).

It is clear that such complex and heterogeneous (both objectively and psychologically)
training course structure presupposes a presence of generalizing background, a framework
that might enable the student to grasp a problem field from a comprehensive, sophisticated,
and simultaneously practically oriented standpoint. In other words, such course needs a
powerful intellectual tool to underlie and to ensure the students' holistic and systemic

attitudes, knowledge, and skills formation. In opposite case, when students were not provided
with such a tool, as our experience demonstrated many times, they were beginning to mix up
uncorresponded, hence, senseless concepts and statements and, as an obvious and natural final
result, to refuse (either externally, by their behavior and judgments, or internally; the last was
also hardly difficult to discover) to attend the course as unpractical and vain.

1.2. "Formation of mental action" approach as "cornerstone" of knowledge base for
trainers' training course curriculum design

Two different aspects of learning/instruction knowledge consideration exist as related to the
problem of instructional design (in particular, curriculum design) knowledge base. First.
What kinds of scientific (mostly, psychological, sometimes psychophysiological, sociological,
a.o.) information relating learning processes and results should be taken into account.
Radical changes in approaches to a content of instructional design (ID) knowledge base,
taking place during last two decades, are very well known and continue to attract attention of
scholars and practitioners; thus there is no need to discuss these changes in details here. To
summarize, this is an emphasis on active and constructive nature of learner's performance, on
meaningfulness as important condition of learning productivity, on leading and determining
role of internal (vs. external, behavioral) parts of learning processes such as cognitive and
metacognitive strategies, mental schemata,

etc. Accordingly a main task for a new

generation’s instructional designer was claimed to be a creation of powerful and effective
learning environments.

Accepting above mentioned, in no doubts, positive trends, I'd like to touch upon the second
aspect of learning/instruction knowledge base consideration. In what extent knowledge
presented is operationalized, i.e. differs from pure theoretical, sometimes metaphorical
judgments, and is prepared to become a real base for designing and, further, for teaching and
training to design. It is a hardly simple job to prescribe definitely and, therefore, to succeed
finally in designing of hidden internal, mental structures being resulted of also internal and
mental (however, very active and constructive) processes taking place "in a learner's head". A
contradiction between, on the one hand, an externality, an obligation, a compulsiveness of the
ID prescriptions and, on the other hand, an internality and spontaneity of the designed
processes' nature is, indeed, a critical point of the topic. Thus, modern instructional designer
(as well as scholar) seems to be squeezed between Scylla of strict ID's demands and

Charybdis of up-dated psychological and instructional evidences. As my own and my
colleagues’ more than thirty year experience shows there exists the approach where the above
formulated requirements for IDS' intellectual tool are met by in the sufficiently complete,
sophisticated and operationalized manner to be underlain the "manufacture" of the tool. It is
the approach advanced by Russian psychologist P.Galperin (1902-1988) and known as
"Formation of mental actions" approach (Galperin, 1957, 1969, 1975, 1989, 1992, a.o.).
This approach continues and develops the well-known Vygotsky’ trend in developmental and
learning psychology and, at the same time, represents a totally original doctrine, which
describes the essence of human mental life on philosophical level, its coming into existence
and development in the context of

philogenetical, anthropogenetical, and ontogenetical

processes, as well as a very concrete "system of psychological conditions" (as it was named
by P. Galperin himself), enables knowledge and skills formation with the desired and
prescribed properties. In accordance with this approach a human mental action is a unit of
goal-directed, meaningful, socially- and tool-mediated and developing human activity.

According to P. Galperin, human (mental) action is described as a functional structure formed
in one's lifetime and aimed at structuring of various problem situations the human being
encounters to, as well as at planning, and regulating of the activity by means of socially
established patterns, standards and evaluations. Mental action can and should be considered as
a result of the complex multimodal transformation of initially external processes performed
by means of certain tools, thus being the result of internalization (Galperin, 1967). Mental
actions and images reflect, and are the product of both human needs and the demands and
conditions of the objective situation. They can, therefore be characterized by a set of primary
and secondary properties. The following properties are considered to be primary: (a) the
composition of the action's objective content; (b) the extent of differentiation of essential
elements of problem situation from non-essential elements within the problem situation; (c)
the degree of internalization of the action; and, (d) “energetic" (speed and enforcement)
parameters. Secondary properties are: (a) reasonability; (b) generalization; (c) consciousness;
and (d) criticism. The secondary properties are the result of specific combinations of primary
properties. Both primary and secondary properties represent socially estimated and evaluated
qualities of human activities, and refer to any sort of activity, whether individual or collective,
material or mental.

The final values of these properties determine the specific action and/or image that are
formed. Galperin considered the values of the properties to be the direct outcomes of action
formation conditions. He therefore defined a system of conditions that ensure and guarantee
the achievement of prescribed, desired properties of action and image; this system is termed
the “System of planned, stage-by-stage formation of mental actions”, or the PSFMA
system.

The PSFMA system includes four subsystems: (1) the conditions that ensure adequate
motivation for the subject's mastering of the action; (2) the conditions that provide the
formation of the necessary orientation base of action; (3) the conditions that support the
consecutive transformations of the intermediate forms of action (materialized, verbal) and the
final, end-transformation into the mental plan; and, (4) the conditions for cultivating, or
"refining through practice", the desired properties of an action (Galperin, 1989). Each
subsystem contains a detailed description of related psychological conditions, which include
the motivation and operational areas of human activity.

The first subsystem (conditions for motivation) makes explicit a number of links and
connections between learning motivation and the dynamics of the internalization processes.

The second subsystem (conditions for orientation) contains a description of hierarchically
organized components which together offers a framework for the formation of a concrete
action and provides a learner with the conditions for an adequate ("complete", by Galperin)
orientation within a problem situation. Those components are the representations of the
subjective and objective characteristics of a problem situation and taken together were termed
by Galperin the “complete orientation base of action” (Galperin, 1992). The structure of
complete orientation base of mental action contains: 1.Representation of the final product of
an action; 2.Representation of intermediate products; 3.Representation of the general plan for
achievement of the final product; 4.Representation of plans for achievement of the
intermediate products; 5.Representation of tools used to achieve those products (both
orientation & execution tools); 6.Representation of the plan and tools for control and
correction of actions as they are being executed; 7.Representation of the entire structure of a
complete orientation base of action (Galperin, 1992). It is hardly difficult to discover a
familiarity of the representations forming an orientation base and functional descriptions of
mental models of different types. One may add that three psychologically different but

interconnected levels of orientation base may be distinguished: 1) executive orientation base
that is a scheme of human orientation in how to do; 2) goal orientation base that is a scheme
of human orientation in what to do; 3) sense orientation base that is a scheme of human
orientation in why (what for) to do. There are both ascending and descending affections of
different level orientation base to each other: human understanding how to do reflects upper
level sense and goal representations, and vise versa the formers are affected by possibilities
and features of execution or sense and goal coming into existence (Podolskij, 2003).

The third subsystem represents the stages of internalization, or transformation of the action
into a mental plan. Galperin has introduced six stages of internalization as the fundamental
base of any learning process: 1. Formation of a motivation base of action; 2. Formation of an
orientation base of action; 3. Formation of the material (materialized) form of action; 4.
Formation of the external socialized verbal form of action (overt speech); 5. Formation of the
internal verbal form of action (covert speech); 6. Formation of the mental action; final
changes, the action's automatization and simultaneouzation Galperin, 1992).

The fourth, subsystem contains a description of the three base problem situation types and of
their combination and presentation during the formation processes. Three basic types are
distinguished: (a) the "psychological" type in which the conceptual and perceptual or visible
features of a problem situation are opposed; (b) the "logical" type, in which necessary and
essential parameters are contrasted with unnecessary, or "noisy" parameters of a problem
situation, and (c) "object" type, in which all the possible forms of a specific action object
content are varied. Different problem types are offered in a sequence which is meaningful for
learners (Galperin, 1989).

If the four subsystems harmoniously work together, they produce an action with the desired
primary and secondary properties.

To describe the frames of that approach generally in terms accepted by contemporary
instructional design scholars, one may say that: (a) instructional content is presented as a set
or a system of interconnected actions, concepts and representations planned to be formed; (b)
goals of instruction are defined and specified in terms of action parameters; (c) instructional
plans are elaborated as didactic projections of stages of formation;

(d) learners'

characteristics are first considered in terms of the students' motivational and cognitive
readiness to acquire projected mental actions and concepts.

The procedure of the PSFMA in the most generalized form may be described by the
following way. On the first stage the subject's initial attitudes towards the goals and
objectives of the forthcoming process as well as towards the concrete learning/teaching
situation are being constituted; of course, these attitudes may change during formation
process. On the second stage the scheme of orientation base of action is elaborating; that is a
multilevel system of cues, marks and signs, guided by which the subject constructs, explores,
reflects and perform the action being formed, is defined. Extent of autonomy of the subject to
construct such the scheme may vary from a full dependence on a teacher to an almost full
independence; it is a function of aims and goals of the concrete learning/teaching process as
well as of the learner's peculiarities. A value, sense, goal and executive learner orientation's
harmonization should be ensured; in an opposite case a whole set of negative consequences
are expected to come either during formation process or after it when a new-formed action
would begin its own being (Podolskij, 1997).
General macro-structure of this scheme is relatively indifferent to the peculiarities of the
action's special domain content as well as to if the action being formed is the beginner's or the
expert's action. The most essential differences will appear as early as one starts to compare
concrete specifications of each element of the concrete orientation schemes in the beginners
and in the experts. The macro-structure is also relatively indifferent to kinds and sorts of
actions are to be formed: if they are concrete specific domain actions, or actions belong to
cognitive meta-strategies, or actions that underlie the heuristic methods, etc. The general
function of the scheme is to provide the learner with a powerful orientation means, or tool,
which enables him to plan, to direct and to control solving any kind of problems related to the
field planned (see above concerning the fourth sub-system of conditions). It should be
emphasized that in general such scheme is not an "algorithm" for solution (although in
some cases and under definite conditions, few learners really need several kinds of
"algorithmic prescription"; but it is an exception rather than a rule). The process of its
constructing may become a real creative task for both participants of learning/teaching
interaction - for student as well as for teacher. On the third stage the learner begins to solve
different tasks organized and presented in the definite order and manner (see above about the
fourth sub-system) using the scheme of orientation basis of action being elaborated on the
second stage. Again, the initial form and the peculiarities of the scheme may be quite different

and vary from detailed descriptions of an order and a content of operations that should be
performed to the very general notes and heuristics. Concerning an external view of the
scheme it may be the scheme in a proper sense, or a "solution tree", or a text, or a picture,
graphic, formula, presenting either as a whole, or part by part, or hierarchically, using multiscreen etc. Such a view should be defined quite concretely in dependence on three variables
just mentioned above: action's objective content, teaching aims, learner's individual
peculiarities.

The constancy of the action's essential structure enforced by verbally reasoned solving of
specially designed and collected different (see above) problem situations leads to the point
when it is not necessary for the student to resort the scheme as the material thing. In some
time its main content (see above concerning second sub-system) is fully represented in the
subject's socialized (that is understandable for other persons) speech. The latter becomes the
base of the newly forming action.

Thus the action transfers to the fourth stage of formation - of the external socialized speech
plan. Because of solving the varying set of problem situations the so called "melting" of the
external phonetic form of speech takes place. It is a main content of the functionally
intermediate fifth stage of action formation: formation of action's internal verbal mode.

Accordingly, on the last, sixth stage of formation the mental action passes through final
changes and begins its own "psychological life", that is becomes able either to be included in
other psychological structures enriching them or to include similar structures in itself to be
enriched and developed.

Thus as a result of stage-by-stage formation the initially externally mediated and successive
action appears to be transformed into a "pure mental act": on estimating the problem situation
a learner takes a decision on the spot.

Being predetermined by designing and performing four sub-systems' requirements, the results
of planned stage-by-stage formation closely correspond with the most desirable aims of
contemporary Instructional Design Movement: acquirement of generalized, meaningful,
synchronized knowledge and cognitive skills appears to be a result of authentic student's
learning activity transformations.

Since late sixties a significant number of works (both research studies and practical
applications) tried to use PSFMA approach to improve vocational training processes and
results was appearing. The activities of different level from many fields of industry (energy,
electronics, metallurgy, chemical technology etc.) and military forces as well as
psychologically heterogeneous structures were becoming the objects of planned stage-bystage formation: separate specific domain mental actions as well as connected with them
concepts and representations; groups and even systems of such actions and concepts; actions
underlie cognitive/metacognitive strategies and heuristics; fragments of real professional
activities and entire activities.

As it has been convincingly demonstrated by a big number of applied studies, a whole set of
main objectives that any teaching (or training)

is aimed at could be fulfilled: (1) the

guaranteed acquisition of the course by all the learners (all, of course, who have the
necessary level of preliminary knowledge and skills) without prolonging (sometimes - even
with reducing) of the time allocated to it, and practically without any additional costs (again,
sometimes, with reducing, especially being reasoned by a more rational use of simulators and
imitators; (2) the division into the acquisition of knowledge and its applying is minimized or
wholly disappears; (3) the learners acquire abilities to transfer to a new situation not only
knowledge and skills being formed but also the way of acquisition them and the general
manner of thinking; (4) being aware of these new formed abilities the learners get more and
more interested in the very processes of acquiring knowledge and in knowledge itself.

Giving an appropriate evaluation to these encouraging results, one has to say that they, as
everything, have a reverse side: sometimes the serious misunderstanding concerning the
status of the Galperin's approach appears. Thus, the approach is interpreted not as a general
description of laws and regularities that may explain the concrete dynamics and results of
human mental (in particular, professional) activity formation, but rather as a set of
technologies and prescriptions “how to teach”. Such interpretation, indeed, distorts the reality
and transforms the approach to some "absolute" knowledge, like a sort of "philosophers'
stone". It is clear that the heterogeneous structure of a real learner's orientation in action's
problem field, in instructional situation as a whole, the non-linear character of action's
orientation formation (see: Podolskij, 1993, 1997, 2003, a.o.) does not allow to speak about an
application of any constant, so to speak, "absolute" planned stage-by-stage procedure, or

technology of instruction, which is implied by the PSFMA. To repeat once more: a sequence
of stages, a general structure of orienting basis of action and other "cornerstone" elements of
the planned stage-by-stage formation system mentioned above should be considered as the
most complete, normative and, nomothetical description of human mental action formation
process. (Galperin, 1992).

The fragments of the PSFMA procedure are not something absolute and, in this sense,
external in respect to the concrete peculiarities of a learner and of a teaching/learning
situation. (Podolskij, 1997, 2008). Thus, successful application of the statements of PSFMA
presupposes not a literal reproduction of some abstract general procedure, but a creative
designing a system of necessary and sufficient psychological conditions being adapted to a
concrete training situation. Hence, the case in point is the elaboration of such a procedure
occupying an intermediate position between the fundamental psychological knowledge and
the real process of training, which could make it possible to take into account and to link, on
the one hand, the general laws and regularities of formation of learners' mental activities as
the nuclear part of any learning/teaching process and, on the other hand, the concrete
individual- and social-psychological characteristics of learners as well as concrete
characteristics of practical training situation.

It is this aim which is pursued by the consecutive elaboration of three models of
instructional situation: psychological, psychological-pedagogical and procedural, or
technological model. (Podolskij, 1993, 1997, 2008).

The psychological model includes: (1) the modeling of knowledge and skills planned to be
acquired as a set (a system if possible) of definite learners' mental actions and concepts; (2)
description of macro- and microstructure of learner's orientation of various levels which
should underlie new-formed mental actions; (3) the description of age-related- and individual
peculiarities of students with the degree of specification necessary for the concrete situation of
schooling; (4) project of the system of psychological conditions to provide a formation of the
actions with planned properties as well as their unification into the integrated activity in
accordance with students' peculiarities. It is clear that in different concrete cases the accents
should be made on different constituents of psychological model.

The main function of the psychological-pedagogical model is the projection of psychological
model's demands to concrete objective and subjective conditions of school teaching:
organizational forms of conducting teaching and their distribution during a lesson or couple of
lessons; proportions of classroom- and home works (if any), individual, small group and
collective forms of learning activities;

available technical aids of teaching (including

computers when necessary) and their desired facilities, etc

The last, procedural, or technological model of instructional situation includes detailed
description of the process of teaching with distribution of classes according to form and time
with precise description of the goal of each class' fragment and means of its goals
achievement. It also includes a complete list of training methodological documentation:
schemes, different kinds and types of both learning/training and checking tasks, descriptions
of the order of application of technical aids, and a number of other materials specified for
different types and kinds of schooling instructional situations. Being considered formally the
methodical model looks like traditional well-done "teacher's lesson plan"; but one has to
remember that such inventory is going along the channel outlined by the psychological and
psychological-pedagogical models.

Considering three-model scheme it is necessary to understand that we deal with an intellectual
tool again. It is not an algorithm that prescribes "how to act". This scheme used by an
appropriate and sophisticated way gives a designer and a trainer a chance to orientate, to plan,
to control him (her) self completely and correctly in designing, arranging and performing
different instructional situations. The more experienced and skilled a trainer is, the more
closed and interconnected inter-model links are in his (her) head. It is an interesting task for
the future to design a trainer's learning activity directed to acquire knowledge and skills (or in
the terms used, definite mental actions) to use such approach practically. A limited experience
in this respect exists, but it needs to be extended and broadened.

Thus curriculum for our students-trainers is designed to give them a possibility: (a) to learn
about this approach as a base for improvement a training process and its results; (b) to discuss
its advantages and lacks, strong and weak sides; (b) to compare it critically with other,
alternative approaches belong both to different scientific schools and to the students’ own
empirical (professional and everyday life experience; (c) to evaluate the ways and difficulties

of its real practical application to design and perform different kinds of in-company training:
initial training, anti-accident training, refreshing and up-grading training, etc.

2. PSYCHOLOGICAL PECULIARITIES OF STUDENTS: TRAINERS AS STUDENTS

All the essential statements pointed out concerning adult learning and instruction are
completely applicable and suitable for that special type of students as represented by trainers
being trained. Trainers as learners demonstrate an active and constructive character of
learning processes; well-known types of knowledge representations as well as their mental
models are clearly discovered; trainers are undoubtedly self-directed learners who actively
participate in creating of learning environments. Typically the trainers considered were 35-50year old men with relatively long teaching/training experience; correspondingly the agerelated peculiarities are also completely presented as well as individual-psychological ones.
However there existed one essential peculiarity, which corresponded directly both with
trainers' educational background and with their past professional experience. It was a general
total "technocratic" directedness of trainers' professional concepts and attitudes. As special
psycho-diagnostic study has shown more than 80 % trainers participated our studies training
procedure (nuclear power station training centre instructors were the subjects) initially (before
attending our course) were not only unfamiliar with modern trends and achievements of
instructional psychology and educational technology, but moreover they were absolutely sure
that such sphere of human cognition doesn't exist at all. They made very strict critical
evaluations of any educationalists' efforts (even without any ideas what these efforts were
done) and insisted on the increase of simulator and imitator facilities as the only serious way
to improve the results of nuclear power station operator training (see: Podolskij, 1992). It is
necessary to add that about 70 % of trainers had a sincere firm believe that there were no
serious differences between human learning and "learning" of self-programming intelligent
computers (ibid). We have collected a multitude of similar examples demonstrating a lack of
initial psychological-pedagogical background of the trainers trained.

It is quite clear that these characteristics of the students had to influence significantly the
forms and manners of training course conduct.

3. ON PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING/TEACHING PROCESSES IN TRAINERS' TRAINING

To influence the initial trainers' attitudes it was not possible to start with a direct appeal to
trainers' own experience: they showed themselves to be much closed to have a serious
discussion about psychological-pedagogical topics. Their external reasons why they refused to
be involved into discussion were surprisingly similar those presented by G. Snelbecker (1987)
related the school teachers' unwilling to learn and to use instructional science findings and
advices: "I don't need any help in teaching/training", "I am already doing that you might
advice", "If I use that theory I'll have to change my teaching methods completely", "I already
know those theories" etc.
Thus we had to start from the topics seemed to be far from operator training problems.
General discussion about ways and means of learning/teaching processes was used as a
starting point. As our experience showed, the most fruitful and stimulating beginning deals
with schooling problems (most trainers had school-age children). A specially designed and
selected problem situations from school and everyday life have been suggesting to the
students; they were asked to evaluate the situations, to give possible solutions how to improve
learning/teaching processes and results. Then the teacher (University psychologist) compared
the students' solutions and those that were made on the base of scientifically elaborated
methods. As usual such analysis ended with the "insights" of the students who opened for
themselves a quite new sphere of scientific thinking having the obvious advantages. Only
after that we got an opportunity to move further and to discuss some general theoretical
questions (about a nature of human learning, its specificity being compared with animal
learning, a system of psychological conditions of effective and efficient knowledge and skills
acquisition, etc. ).

As it was mentioned above, we tried to use the same principles both as a main content of
training course’s theoretical part and a manner of this part's learning and teaching. Thus we
intended to organize a system of necessary and sufficient psychological conditions (see
above) aimed: (1) to form and to develop a hierarchically constructed students' orientation
(value, sense, goal and executive orientation) in a field of psychological-pedagogical
knowledge; (2) to ensure a stage-by-stage transition of initially materialized, external students'
orientation to mental plan (different forms of schematization, discussion, problem solving
were used); (3) to provide a trainer's renewed orientation with such desired properties as
reasonability, generalization, criticality, etc. (see above). We never first attracted students'

attention to the similarity (or, at least, closeness) of the course content and current training
procedure; as usual, we waited for this to be realized by the students themselves. And they, as
a rule, did. Of course, it again had a view of "insight", and the teacher was pleased to be
happy together with the students who made such "discovery".

It is hardly difficult to suppose that those "discoveries" played a role of "motivational
explosion", after which a natural transition to the second stage of the training's first part took
place. As usual, initial "psychological barriers" appeared to be broken down, and more or less
the same procedure (forming of orientation, its internalization and providing with the
properties desired) was conducted, but now as related to more special topics devoted to
concrete problems of operator's professional activity formation, training and development.
And here we had a lot of students' "insights" again: they began to try the ideas and statements
discussed during the first stage of theoretical part to the realities of their own professional life
and - they wondered! - to find those to be suitable and applicable.

It was a starting point for the training's second part beginning. Its main content consisted in
an individual or small-group project making. Project goal was to work out either a general
framework of operator training course curriculum, or a concrete theme elaboration (including
preparation of a set of training materials), or a creation of a renewed software to be used in
one or another part of operator training (retraining) course, or anti-accident training scenario,
or even a producing the holistic methodology of simulators and imitators usage. In any case
the student had to present the project made and to defend it during specially organized public
defense procedure.

It is important to stress that in the second part of training course, as well as in its first part, the
same general content directed students' search and constructing activity; our students really
created their new knowledge and skills (certainly, in a closed collaboration with a teacher and
with each other). They didn't play a role of "pupils" or even of "apprentices".

The second part of training was organized as collaboration of a psychologist (who knows
more about learning/teaching processes in general and less about concrete peculiarities of
operator training process) and a trainer (vice versa). It is clear that such a manner to conduct
practical classes was highly appreciated by our students.

4. ON

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF TRAINERS' TRAINING RESULTS APPLICATION IN

REAL IN-COMPANY TRAINING PRACTICE

Anyone who is experienced to apply instructional innovations knows very well that to
elaborate a procedure, to prepare teaching/training materials and new software is less than one
half of the practical problem solution. Another, and may be psychologically more difficult
half consists in preparing (more often, in changing) the auspicious social psychological
environment to enable to apply the innovations. This problem has a multilayer character, thus
I will shortly touch here upon only one important side of it. It regards to top level managers'
understanding and acceptation the idea of instructional innovation as such, their agreement
with probable changes of personnel training content and order, and also with a necessary
increase of preparation part of trainers' working day. Sometimes, as my practical experience
shows, it comes into conflict either with these or those manager internal motives, or with his
initial representations and prejudgments about in-company training.

Any serious real practical training innovations caused by trainers' training results certainly
presuppose that a high level manager is able to consider such innovations from a systemic
point of view, in the context of complex interconnections of economic, technological, social,
and psychological aspects of the enterprise performance. And it is a hardly simple task to
argue him a high priority of training innovations being compared with other sharp enterprise's
problems. One might add the same difficulties of understanding and acceptation caused by
technocratic attitudes, similar to those we met in our students during the first phases of the
training process.

The most direct way to solve such problem solving is a coordination of both top level
managers' and trainers' training, when a content and conducting of training procedures are
internally concerted, and directed from a general standpoint, which is sufficiently
sophisticated and comprehensive. To solve this task one has to have specially designed
coordinated (but not similar!) curricula and also strongly linked training strategies. We
collected some experience of such coordinated job being made by Moscow State University
psychologists together with practical psychologists and trainers employed by nuclear and heat

energy enterprises. Procedures, insights and results achieved give us a hope but need to be
extended and intensified.
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